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An Elite Professional Editor Pick
One of the most riveting, action packed ‘spy’ novels you will read, complete with international intrigue, military technology and amazing action scenes.
You will forget you are reading a novel and not watching a full feature action film.
Anthony R. Howard as a consultant and technology expert for Premier Global Technology Firms and a leading Advanced Systems Consultant for one of
the world’s largest Information Technology brings his personal knowledge to this bestselling book. You won’t put it down.

The Invisible Enemy: Black Fox
It starts when reporter Dorian Valentine discovers a horrific secret regarding the Strategic Offensive Reduction Treaty (a critical peace agreement between
the former Soviet Union and the United States): One side is cheating, and even worse – the cheating side holds the ultimate trump card. Brutally trained
from birth to live, talk, and think like Americans, Russia has constructed the most dangerous network of secret operatives ever known – created for the
ultimate trinity: Intelligence, Espionage, and Warfare. This dynamic organization has been planted on U.S. soil long ago by the former KGB to retrieve
information at any cost, cause political catastrophe, or kill on moment’s notice. Now they are out of control, striking fear into the heart of the Pentagon.
The Central Intelligence Agency assembles a powerful team of agents that “do not exist” in an attempt to terminate an enemy that cannot be caught by any
traditional methods. The Invisible Enemy grabs the reader by the arm, and casts them deep into the furious depths of intense warfare, awesome espionage,
and unpredictable deceit – where there is a frightful undercover agenda that even the operatives themselves are not aware of.
The reader is paralyzed with anticipation as the plot somersaults out of control after the enemy operatives swiftly perform a devastating political
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strike, and then realize they have been set up. Here the game changes and no one has told them the rules.
Betrayed by their own country and thrown into a world they cannot trust, they are forced to depend on the most potent weapon they had ever been trained
to use: their unnatural minds. In a fast paced novel that spins from one explosive scene to the next, the most high-tech weaponry is used including speed
of light weapons, “smart chips”, artificial intelligence, and never before exposed government technology and organizations, thus introducing a new,
exciting, untapped level of spy craft where nothing is what it seems.
Anthony R. Howard has been an industry recognized consultant for the premier global technology firms for over 12 years. Presently he is a leading
Advanced Systems Consultant for one of the world’s largest Information Technology firms where he was the winner of the National Federal Office
Systems Award (FOSE – Nation’s Largest Information Technology Exposition Serving the Government Marketplace), and the 2004 winner of
Government Computer News Best New Technology Award. Several case studies have been published on Howard’s solutions across the Information
Technology industry. Currently he provides enterprise technology solutions and advisement for America’s most distinguished clients including a sizeable
amount of work for the U.S. Defense Sector, Department of Justice, and the Department of Homeland Security. After founding his own technology firm,
Howard completed his formal education with a Masters of Business Administration with a concentration in Information Technology. His vast career has
included controlling hundreds of devices worldwide from secure Network Command Centers to relocating overseas to Amsterdam; The Netherlands for
more than a year to solve technology issues for American based companies. He has also worked briefly for a private military logistics corporation that
contracts a sizable amount of work from the Department of Defense and other military institutions.
About Anthony R. Howard
Anthony R. Howard has been an industry recognized consultant and technology expert for the premier global technology firms for over 12 years.
Presently he is a leading Advanced Systems Consultant for one of the world’s largest Information Technology firms where he was rated #1 IT Super Hero
by InfoWorld and ComputerWorld, was the winner of the National Federal Office Systems Award (FOSE – Nation’s Largest Information Technology
Exposition Serving the Government Marketplace), and the 2004 winner of Government Computer News Best New Technology Award. Several case
studies have been published on Howard’s solutions across the Information Technology industry. Currently he provides enterprise technology solutions and
advisement for America’s most distinguished clients including a sizeable amount of work for the U.S. Defense Sector, Department of Justice, and the
Department of Homeland Security. After founding his own technology firm, Howard completed his formal education with a Masters of Business
Administration with a concentration in Information Technology. His vast career has included controlling hundreds of devices worldwide from secure
Network Command Centers to relocating overseas to Amsterdam; The Netherlands for more than a year to solve technology issues for American based
companies. He has also worked briefly for a private military logistics corporation that contracts a sizable amount of work from the Department of Defense
and other military institutions.
Excerpt from: The Invisible Enemy
First Chapter from
The Invisible Enemy: Black Fox
There is a secret that will bring America to its knees.
Available in stores now!
Author: Anthony R. Howard
www.anthonyRhoward.com
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During the Cold War era, the KGB (the former Soviet Union’s equivalent of the CIA) ruled using cutthroat rings of highly trained intelligence operatives.
During this period, the Soviet arms count was estimated at over 40,000 nuclear weapons. Due to a variety of serious political and economic issues, the
leaders of the Russian, Ukrainian, and Belarusian republics met on December 8, 1991, in Belavezhskaya, Pushcha, to issue a declaration that the Soviet
Union was dissolved and replaced by the Commonwealth of Independent States (sometimes referred to as Russia or the Russian Federation). This political
revolution exposed the 40,000-plus Soviet nuclear weapons to corrupted black markets, rampant theft, and widespread distribution to terrorist nations.
Leading up to the 21 st century, the solution to this critical issue was the Strategic Offensive Reduction Treaty (SORT) between the United States and
Russia. The SORT treaty stated that Russia would dispose of most of its nuclear weapons to avoid further exploitation and export to terrorist nations, thus
illustrating its commitment to world peace. In addition to this arms crisis, the collapse of the Soviet Union included dismantling the KGB, which ceased to
exist after November 1991.
Because of the breakdown of the Soviet Union and its KGB, over 250,000 skilled Soviet spies—strategically planted around the world—suddenly found
themselves out of work. However, for many of the displaced agents, it was still business as usual, as many of those unclaimed 250,000 spies were children
. . . an enemy invisible to nearly any defense mechanism.
Chapter 1
“Get in and get out. What do you think this is, some kind of game?” Devin snarled.
“I just thought—”
“I do the thinking. All you do is what I say,” Devin coldly replied.
Garret was silent. He looked into the boss’s cold eyes and saw no understanding, no mercy, and no patience. There was no compassion between the two
men.
“In and out,” was Garret’s meek reply, but it was just an act. There was no fear in Garret’s heart.
“Take Teams A and F and complete the operation. You will signal Man 3 at 9:15 a.m., enter the facility at 9:18, expedite the operation exactly as planned,
and exit at 9:21. Are there any questions, Mr. Garret?”
The boss’s tone told him there had better not be.
“No, sir.”
“Good. Team A will be waiting for you at the designated rendezvous point. The truck will be with them. Nightshade leads Team F at your signal. She
already has the keys in her possession. Dismissed.
For More Information About Anthony Howard and The Invisible Enemy Visit:
http://www.anthonyrhoward.com
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